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what are web pages (.php) files and how do i read them php files are web pages created using php (hypertext preprocessor). php can be used to create dynamic web pages. php is a script language similar to perl. you can download a free php editor from php builder. what are web pages (.asp) files and how do i read them asp files are web pages created using asp. asp is short for active server pages. asp
is a scripting language used to create dynamic web pages. you can download a free asp editor from asp dot net freaks. easiteach is a powerful whiteboard software and web-based authoring tool that enables students, teachers and tutors to share, collaborate and learn. easiteach is designed to work seamlessly with any interactive whiteboard, computer, tablet or smartphone. easiteach offers: a

versatile, robust, easy-to-use user interface extensive resources including content, audio, video, web-based courses and quizzes designed for students, teachers and tutors free for teachers, schools and tutors easiteach next generation key has been downloaded over 10 million times since its first release in 2012, and has won multiple awards including the chartered institute for teaching and educational
standards' teaching technology award. easiteach next generation key is the first software of its kind to offer a fully integrated, end-to-end, interactive learning solution designed to optimise the way that teachers develop and deliver online courses for schools, colleges and universities.
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what are files that have been compressed with.zip and.rar extensions .zip files contain archives of other files and can
be used to download many different kinds of files. these files are sometimes compressed with a password to protect
them if you download them from a third-party site. the extension.zip is usually the most reliable way to download.rar
and.zip files and it is almost always the preferred file extension when a file has been compressed with a password.

what are files that have been compressed with.tar and.tbz extensions .tar and.tbz files are archives of other files. they
are not compressed like.zip files and are usually used to download only a few specific files. most of the time.tbz files
are used to download source code or to install software. however there are many others uses and extensions for this

format. what are files that have been compressed with.tar.gz and.tgz extensions .gz and.tgz files are archives of other
files and are usually used to download only a few specific files. most of the time.tgz files are used to download source
code or to install software. however there are many others uses and extensions for this format. what are powerpoint

(.ppt) files and how do i read them powerpoint (.ppt) files are presentations created using microsoft powerpoint. if you
don't have microsoft powerpoint then many other word processors open powerpoint documents. alternatively you can
download the free powerpoint viewer from microsoft office online. search for powerpoint viewer. some users may also
wish to try the free open office software suite. .pptx files require microsoft powerpoint 2003 onwards (or suitable plug-

in). 5ec8ef588b
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